[Simulation model of the tuning mechanism in the visual cortex neuron for the perception of Y-shape images].
We performed an imitation simulation of receptive fields (RF) of cat cortical neurons in the primary visual cortex, which were able to detect symmetrical and asymmetrical Y-like figures. We investigated the models of the receptive fields of neurons sensitive to Y-like figures through either the convergence from half-bar detectors or disinhibition mechanism. The model of an of the receptive fields of neurons sensitive to Y-like figures through either the convergence from half-bar detectors or disinhibition mechanism. The model of an-like figure detector on the basis of convergence from the angle and orientation detectors was advanced. Tuning of the simulated receptive fields to Y-like figures was compared with their tuning to cross-like figures. It was shown that the detectors of asymmetric Y-like figures are also detectors of a cross, whereas the detectors of symmetric Y-like figures are more sensitive to Y-like figures than to crosses. The features of the model critical for sensitivity to Y-like figures (the shape, localization, and weight of the RF zones) were specified.